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About the Series
Learning a piece of music – building an interpretation of it – is in many ways like building a
house. We have a blueprint – the score, which may be more or less detailed – but it takes skill,
understanding, and imagination to transform this written document into a house, or a
performance. We also have photographs – recordings – of other people’s execution of the
blueprint, or score, but these show us mainly the exterior trimmings, not the essential
foundation upon which everything is built.
Clearly, a solid house must be built upon a strong foundation. So too, a secure musical
performance must be built upon a firm grasp of the underlying structure – the essential outline
of the melody, the basic harmonic progression, the phrase structure and overall form. But these
things can be hard to see in the score. Our eyes are naturally attracted first to the complexities
of the surface detail. So we often begin our study of a new piece by fretting over details – the
execution of an ornament, a thorny technical passage, a complex rhythm, and so on. To
negotiate all these difficulties, we play slowly, or out of time, or hands separately, thereby
delaying our comprehension of the basic underlying structure. It’s a bit like choosing light
fixtures and paint colors before pouring the concrete foundation.
In this series, we start by laying the foundation, using a reduced score that strips away the
surface detail to reveal the essential structure of the music. This structure is reassuringly simple,
allowing us to see and hear the fundamental lines and divisions of the music with ease. In
successive scores, we gradually add more detail, so that we work on different layers of the music
independently, rather than attempting to negotiate them all at once. Practising in this way, we
always retain a sense of the long line, and of how details fit into the larger picture. We learn the
piece from the ground up, rather than from the top down.
Practising from the ground up helps us not only to learn a particular piece with efficiency and
understanding, but also to practise more creatively in general. Soon we start to see the
underlying structure of the music on our own, without the help of reduced scores. This
perception helps us to memorize our music more consciously and securely. We begin to derive
our interpretive ideas directly from our understanding of the music, without the aid of
recordings. This makes us more free and confident as performers, which is the ultimate aim of
all musical study.
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Introduction
Like the famous first Prelude of The Well-Tempered Clavier, this lovely miniature is a harmonic
prelude – an elaborated chord progression with no melody as such, though there are short
melodic motives. It is therefore natural to begin our study of this piece by making a harmonic
reduction. Reducing the prelude’s 354 notes to 39 chords allows us to see and hear much more
easily the overall shape of the piece, its patterns, phrase lengths, and harmonic rhythm. It also
gives us our hand positions, and a basis for making decisions about dynamics. From this basic
harmonic skeleton, we’ll gradually add more flesh to the bones, as it were, so that we can give
our focused attention to each layer of the musical anatomy.

The Harmonic Skeleton
Play the reduction below at a moderate tempo (about 60 for the quarter note/crotchet). Use
pedal and bring out the top notes of the right-hand chords slightly. Try to make your fingering
consistent from the beginning so that you won’t have to re-learn another fingering later. The
dynamic markings are editorial, but are based on the flow of tension and release inherent in the
harmonic progression.
As you play, notice the following patterns and events:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The left hand of measures 3-4 is the same as the right hand of measures 1-2.
Measures 6-7 form a harmonic sequence (the same two chords are repeated, in this
case, a third lower).
The harmonic rhythm speeds up in measure 7 to the cadence in the next bar, which is at
the exact midpoint of the piece.
Measures 8-10 form another sequence, this time rising by step.
There is a dominant pedal (the bass stays on C) in measures 10-12. This extended
tension may be considered the climax of the piece.
The harmonic rhythm speeds up again in measures 12-13, pauses on the dominant
before the rest in measure 14, then moves even more quickly through the final cadence.

The Same Skeleton, Reconsidered
As you played the preceding reduction, you no doubt noticed that the chords changed
sometimes every half note (minim), at other times every quarter note (crotchet), and even, at the
end, every eighth note (quaver). Perhaps you also noticed that sometimes it felt as if the
downbeat was on beat 3 rather than beat 1 (especially in measures 8 and 10, and on the final
chord). In truth, the regularly spaced bar lines of Classical music often conceal hidden changes
of meter. In the next reduction, these hidden changes are made visible by moving some of the
bar lines and changing the time signatures to reflect the perceived harmonic movement and
accentuation. Play it as before, counting the beats of the measure as you play (1-2 in cut time, 12-3-4 in common time, and so on).

The Quarter Note Layer
In the next reduction, we add a bit more detail, so that the music flows now in a regular quarter
note (crotchet) motion. These are some things to listen for as you play:
•
•

•
•

Feel the way the hands alternate in the first line – which hand is on the strong beat,
which on the weak, and where they coincide.
In the second line, listen especially to the middle line of the right hand, which makes
beautiful suspensions (dissonances) against the basic chords. Singing this line as you
play is very helpful.
Enjoy the rich chords on the downbeats of bars 9-10. Their tension helps to create the
crescendo to the climax.
Notice the deceptive (interrupted) cadence in measure 12 (the C pedal point resolves not
to F, but to D), which allows the harmonic impetus to continue through to the very end.

The Eighth Note Layer
In the next layer, we add all of the Prelude’s written eighth notes (quavers), while continuing to
reduce the remaining elements to block chords. These eighth notes are best played with a nonlegato (slightly detached) touch. Watch for the following:
•

•
•

In the first line, the 3-note melodic motive of a bouncing third (C-A-C, etc.) passes from
the upper voice of the left hand to the lower voice of the right hand (bar 3) and finally to
the top of the right hand (bar 4). Bring it out slightly.
In the second line, the bass line, whose mountain-shaped rise and fall is as beautiful to
look at as it is to play, drives the crescendo and diminuendo.
Enjoy the syncopated rhythm in the left hand of measures 9-10 (slight emphasis on the
top note of the octave).

The Sixteenth Note Layer
In this last reduction, we concentrate on the sixteenth note (semiquaver) layer. Most of this
figuration is of the alberti bass variety, involving a rotary movement back and forth from one side
of the hand to the other. The few places where this pattern breaks are therefore noteworthy:
•
•

•
•

The peaks of the phrases in measures 2 and 4, where the sixteenth notes tumble down
two octaves.
The sequence in measures 8-10 is the only place in the prelude that has sixteenth notes
in both hands simultaneously. The upward surges on the fourth beat (left hand) and the
second beat (right hand) help to propel the larger crescendo to its climax.
The new figure in bars 10-12, which naturally highlights a descending scale on its top
notes.
The cadenza-like passage in 12-14. The slurs added here do not imply articulation
(separation), but a subtle grouping from the lowest notes to the upper ones, helping the
wave-like movement to the climax in bar 14.

The Complete Score
Having worked through each of these layers, you should not have much trouble putting
everything together. If you encounter any difficulties, you can go back and play any of the
preceding reductions. You can make the reductions directly from the full score, just for one
phrase, or as needed. You can also use the written reductions, particularly the initial harmonic
skeleton, as an aid to memorizing the piece. Try to play the full score from memory while looking
only at the skeleton, or, even more challenging, play just one hand from memory.
An excellent practise method to use with this piece, and with much of Bach’s music, is the Pause
and Plan technique. Simply pause on each strong beat, plan the next 2-beat segment, then play
to the next strong beat, where you pause again. This reinforces the rhythmic impetus of the
music, which starts on the second 16th note of each beat and flows forward to the next strong
beat. At the same time, it gives the mind time to think ahead, and the arms a moment to rest in
a balanced, relaxed position. Make the pause at least as long as the upcoming segment, so that
your mind has a chance to think it through in rhythm before you play it.

Having practised this way in 2-beat segments, you can extend it to 4 beats, playing all the way to
the bar line before you pause. Then go 2 measures, 4 measures, or all the way to a cadence.
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